Introduction
The ECOMA sounding rocket campaign was conducted during December 2010. The major objective was to provide quantitative in situ measurements of meteoric smoke particles (MSP) before, during and after a major meteor shower and to relate changes in the chemical structure or number densities of the MSPs to the changed meteor mass input into earth's atmosphere.
Therefore, the meteor activity was monitored using standard specular meteor radars to determine the source radiant activity, the sporadic meteor background and to estimate the particle sizes/masses of the incoming meteoroids. The observations were conducted at two different latitudes to gain more general information about the Geminid meteor shower characteristics. Close to the launch site in Northern Norway (69.1 • N, 16 • E), the new High-Power LargeAperture (HPLA) radar MAARSY (Middle Atmosphere Alomar Radar System) and a standard meteor radar were operated to observe the meteor flux in almost the same volume as probed by the rockets. The horizontal distance of the radar from the launch pad is approximately 1 km. The second station that was involved in the campaign of the Geminid meteor shower is at Juliusruh (54.6 • N, 13.4 • E), Germany, which is approximately 15 • South of the latitude of the launch site.
The Geminid meteor shower is the most prominent meteor stream throughout the year for specular radar observations in the Northern Hemisphere and shows basically comparable characteristics with the sporadic meteor background concerning the altitude and velocity distribution. The shower has a geocentric velocity of 35 km s −1 (e.g. Dudnik et al., 1959; McKinley, 1961) and typical stream particles form a detectable meteor trail at an altitude range similar to most of the sporadics. Typical Geminids occur in the altitude range between 85-95 km (specular observation). Therefore, one would expect that this shower provides a significant source of meteoric raw material that can condense to nanometer sized particles at the altitude range where most of the MSPs exist (Megner et al., 2006 (Megner et al., , 2008 . Specular radar observations of the Geminids have shown over decades that the shower significantly exceeds the sporadic meteor flux and indicates only a weak inter-annual variability comparing previous and recent works on this meteor shower (e.g. Jones and Morton, 1982; Brown et al., 1998; Stober et al., 2011) . One aim of this study is to infer absolute meteor fluxes for the Geminids using specular radar observations to estimate the mass input in the mesosphere/lower thermosphere (MLT) for the observed particles sizes/masses. Therefore, the approach presented in Campbell- Brown and Jones (2006) , which is based on Kaiser's theory (Kaiser, 1960 ) is used to estimate the effective radar collecting area. The meteor flux estimates are compared to the mass fluxes predicted by Ceplecha et al. (1998) ; Love and Brownlee (1993) and Rietmeijer (2000) for particles of the same size/mass interval.
While, it is not intended to derive an absolute mass input covering a huge particle size range from the specular radar data, the measurements are useful to reduce the large uncertainties of the meteoric mass flux into the atmosphere. The radar observations represent at least a lower boundary of the meteor mass input into the atmosphere for the detected particles sizes. Mathews et al. (2001) estimated the meteoric mass flux into the atmosphere from Arecibo radar observations (meteor head echo) to be of the order of 5 t d −1 , which is significantly lower than the derived meteoric flux of 270 t d −1 from Zodiacal dust cloud measurements (Nesvorný et al., 2010) .
This study is structured as follows. The second section described the radars that were used during the campaign and provides the information about the relevant experiment parameters. The third section focuses on specular radar data and the measurement of the radiant activity, meteor velocity and mass determination as applied in this study. The fourth section is attributed to the conducted MAARSY head echo observations, which includes the description of the interferometric capabilities of MAARSY and the characteristics of the Geminid meteor shower based on the two different radar methods concerning vector velocity, altitude and source radiant measurements. In Sect. 5 we present the main conclusions that we derived from these observations. 
Radars
The specular meteor radar (MR) observations were conducted using two all-sky SKiYMET radars (Hocking et al., 2001) . One radar is situated close to the Andøya Rocket Range and the second one is a mid-latitude station at the Baltic sea coast in Northern Germany. Both radars use an identical software and crossed dipole antennas on transmission and reception. This ensures an almost symmetrical antenna pattern (Singer et al., 2004) . A detailed list of the experimental parameters is given in Table 1 . In addition to these standard meteor experiments both radars were calibrated using the delay line method (Latteck et al., 2008) . This permits to directly quantify the observed electron line densities in order to estimate the meteoroid size/mass assuming single body meteor ablation. This is of particular importance for the derived meteor fluxes.
The head echo observations were conducted with MAARSY. This radar operates at 53.5 MHz and is located approximately 1 km northeast of the rocket launch site at the Andøya Rocket Range. For the meteor head echo experiment analyzed in this study, we employed a vertical beam and transmitted pulses of 48 µs without applying pulse coding. On reception, 8 channels of the multi-channel recording system were used. One channel was reserved for the complete available array. The remaining 7 channels were connected to smaller sub-arrays, which each consisted of 49 antennas and are further called "anemones" within this paper. A summary of the experiment parameters is listed in Table 2 .
The positions of all 7 sub-arrays are shown in Fig. 11 . All antennas with the same color code ("anemone") are connected to the same receiver channel. Each "anemone" consists of 49 antennas. The xy position is defined by the center coordinates of each sub-array. All antenna cables are phase matched and agree within 1 • . The grey rectangles at the perimeter of the system indicate the position of the Ann. Geophys., 31, 473-487, 2013
www.ann-geophys.net/31/473/2013/ equipment buildings hosting the transceiver modules and the labels A-F stand for the MAARSY antenna sub-structures to ensure an equal length of all phase matched cables. The antenna groups of seven antennas that are not color coded were not in use during the campaign. MAARSY was operated using the second stage of expansion, which consisted of 343 TRx modules (Latteck et al., 2012a) . Hence, the total peak power of the system was approximately 680 kW. This second stage of expansion lead to a beam width of 4.2 • . Although there is a distance of 28 m between all sub-arrays, the ambiguity zones are still larger than the main beam width. These ambiguity zones (green) and the minimum in radiation pattern between the main beam and the first side lobe are shown in Fig. 12a ). The red lines in this view graph represent minima in the radiation pattern and separate the main beam from the first side lobe, which is almost symmetric. More details about the head echo experiment are given in Sect. 4.
Specular radar observations
Specular meteor observation have been conducted for decades (e.g.Öpik, 1958; McKinley, 1961; Jones and Morton, 1982; Brown et al., 1998; Hocking et al., 2001; Campbell-Brown and Jones, 2006; Stober et al., 2011) . Nowadays, specular meteor observations together with the recent generation of meteor radars are mainly designed to measure upper atmosphere winds and temperatures (e.g. Hocking et al., 2001; Singer et al., 2003 Singer et al., , 2004 . However, the potential of these meteor radars to investigate astrophysical meteor parameters has been also an important task since the beginning of the observations. These radars have proven to be a valuable tool to study meteor source radiants (e.g. Hocking et al., 2001; Campbell-Brown and Jones, 2006; Jones et al., 2005; Jones and Jones, 2006) and entry velocity and masses (e.g. Baggaley et al., 1994 Baggaley et al., , 1997 Brown et al., 1998; Hocking, 2000; Baggaley, 2002; Stober et al., 2011) .
The radiant activity
The radiant activity during the Geminid meteor shower was monitored by applying a single station radiant mapping method presented in Jones and Jones (2006) . This technique basically utilizes the geometry of the specular meteor observation by computing the radial radar vector R, which is defined as the vector from the radar towards the specular point of the meteor trail. The source radiant for this meteor trail must lie within a great circle (GC), which is defined by all vectors perpendicular to the radar vector R. Jones and Jones (2006) suggested to compute a weighted scalar product between a set of trial radiants with the radar vector for each meteor trail. The basic idea of this method is that for all trial vectors T , which are close to this GC the weighted scalar product vanishes
The trial radiant T can be any vector defined by the unit circle. Here we used a 2 • × 2 • grid to compute the scalar product. The weighting function w is composed of one acceptance and two rejection bands in such a way that the integral over the complete hemisphere vanishes . The introduction of two rejections bands in the direct vicinity of acceptance band removes the diffuse halo, which is created by just having one acceptance band (e.g. using a "top-hat" function). The weighting function used in this work is a composite of three Gaussian functions with a standard deviation of σ = 4 • , which corresponds to a width of the acceptance band of 2 • . In Fig. 1 a three-band-top-hat weighting function is compared to three-band Gaussian.
Applying such a three band function leads to two effects. Firstly, this weighting function suppresses all sources that are much larger than the used convolution width. The smaller the width of the acceptance band the stronger the filter effect of all diffuse meteor sources. Hence, such a small acceptance band is ideal to identify meteor streams. The more diffuse sporadic meteor sources are suppressed by the rejection bands. Secondly, the overall sum of the activity map remains zero, which means that there are areas on the celestial sphere with negative radiant activity. These negative values are considered as noise .
The radiant activity maps presented here are computed on the basis of a 2 • × 2 • grid structure of trial radiants in celestial coordinates covering the complete hemisphere. However, to remove the GC ambiguity only meteor trial radiants above the horizon are accumulated into the radiant activity map. The shown radiant activity maps are computed using all available meteor detections at the appropriate day.
In Fig. 2 the radiant activity for all three ECOMA sounding rocket flights are shown. The color bar on the right side indicates an arbitrary intensity and does not allow estimating the absolute number of meteors, which originated from a certain source radiant. Further, these plots are created using the complete ensemble of meteors during 24 h of observation. Hence, the graphs shown in Fig. 2 represent average daily radiant activities.
The first rocket was launched on 4 December 2010. At this time the sporadic meteor background was still dominating the radiant activity map. However, it is already possible to see also some weak activity generated by the Geminids. The second flight was conducted on 13 December shortly before the Geminids reached their absolute peak activity. The radiant activity map for this flight is completely dominated by the Geminid meteor shower. The final ECOMA sounding rocket flight lifted off on 19 December. During this time the Geminid shower had already vanished. The remaining radiant activity is mainly generated by the sporadic background. The radiant activity maps were also analyzed to determine the radiant position and the apparent motion of the Geminid source radiant due to Earth's revolution around the Sun. As reference epoch we used J2000. The position of the source radiant was derived by applying a sub-pixel accuracy tracking algorithm. This algorithm was adopted from Gosse and Croquette (2002) and Otto et al. (2011) . In a first step an initial position of the Geminid shower is determined by the pixel coordinate where the radiant activity map shows the highest intensity. The basic idea of the tracking algorithm is now to compute the auto-correlation function of the intensity profiles along the declination-axis and the right ascensionaxis and to fit a second order polynomial to each of the autocorrelation functions to estimate the displacement from the zero lag. The displacement corresponds to two times the offset from the pixel coordinate of the initial guess. The implementation of this algorithm provides an at least one order of magnitude better measurement accuracy of the position than the actual pixel resolution of the image, which is here 2 • . In Fig. 3 the radiant position for the complete time of Geminid activity for the Andenes and Juliusruh meteor radar is shown. The shown positions are apparent source radiants and are not corrected for zenith attraction. The error bars given in Fig. 3 represent the width (extension) of the source radiant in right ascension and declination, which is defined by the applied weighting function and the measurement errors. The width of the weighting function is based on the MR interferometry, which provides an angular resolution of approximately 2 • for a single specular meteor position. Therefore, these error bars cannot become smaller than 2 • . The actual center position of the meteor shower shown in Fig. 3 is determined with a much higher accuracy than 1 • .
However, this error is compensated by measuring a large ensemble and applying the sub-pixel accuracy fitting, which results in an error of a fraction of a degree for the centroid position of the meteor source radiant. Another systematic error related to the interferometry are phase differences between the phase matched cables. To estimate the impact of these biases the source radiant is determined using a second meteor radar at Juliusruh. The comparison clearly indicates that both radars are in reasonable agreement and that the Geminid meteor shower position differs by less than 1 • . In Table 3 the radiant position of the Geminids is compared to the data published by the International Meteor Organization (IMO) for the peak activity period of the shower. The data can be found using the url: http://www.imo.net/ calendar. However, the IMO radiant position is only given for some days during the shower, which is not sufficient for a detailed comparison. The radar data shows a small offset of about 1 • in right ascension and declination for both radar locations. The meteor radar radiant position as well as the meteor head echo data is not corrected for zenith attraction (Dubyago, 1961) . The contribution of the PoyntingRobertson effect (Wyatt and Whipple, 1950 ) is difficult to be estimated comparing the photographic observations by the IMO with the radar measurements. However, a final analysis about the reason for these discrepancies are beyond the scope of this paper.
In Fig. 4 the radiant position of the Geminids for the complete campaign period as function of solar longitude (λ ) is shown. The radar measurements clearly indicate that the apparent motion of the Geminid source radiant for the right ascension angle can be well described by a linear trend model. In contrast to this behavior is the apparent motion of the declination angle with solar longitude. Before the peak of the meteor shower (solar longitude λ = 262.2 • ) the declination angle shows a weak linear trend towards lower angles. After the peak of the shower there is a clear breakpoint visible and the weak trend changes to a much more rapid tendency towards smaller declination angles. As a reference IMO coordinates are given for both celestial coordinates. At the moment one can only speculate about the physical reason for this behavior. A likely reason might be different ejection time and, therefore, ages of the Geminid particles, which should be checked by simulating the orbital evolution of the Geminid stream, but this will be left for future works. 
Velocity measurement
There have been several different velocity determination algorithms developed to estimate the meteoroid velocity from specular meteor observations (for a summary Baggaley and Grant, 2005a,b,c; Holdsworth et al., 2007) . Most of these methods make use of the typical signal characteristics due to the specular observation geometry, which is well described by a Fresnel diffraction pattern (e.g. McKinley, 1961; Baggaley, 2002; Elford, 2004) . However, the achievable accuracy of the velocity estimates is fairly variable depending on the applied technique.
In the present study a pre-t 0 approach is used to estimate the meteoroid velocity. Hocking (2000) derived a method using a modified Fresnel transform to estimate the change of frequency of the Fresnel oscillations before the meteor passes the specular point along its flight path. On the basis of this approach Stober et al. (2011) estimated the meteor shower velocity of the Geminids with high accuracy from the radar data. The success rate of this method is about 5-7 %, but as shown in Stober (2009) the achievable accuracy is approximately 0.2 km s −1 for meteors with an signal-to-noise-ration better than 10 dB. The accuracy was estimated by performing several simulations and evaluating these computer experiments with the analysis software, which allowed comparing the measured velocity to the simulated meteoroid velocity. However, it has to be considered that this approach still assumes that the received meteor signature is completely described by a Fresnel diffraction pattern with signal attenuation caused by ambipolar diffusion. A more detailed discussion about likely biases related to this procedure is given in Baggaley and Grant (2005a,b) or Stober et al. (2011 To ensure the best possible accuracy and comparability of the meteor velocity measurement an off-line analysis of the raw data was performed. In particular, the slightly lower effective PRF of the Andenes MR compared to the Juliusruh MR resulted in a reduced success rate of "good" meteor velocity measurements. Further, it is evident that due to the lower PRF the number of successful velocity determinations for meteors faster than 40 km s −1 is significantly decreased. This is due to the employed effective PRF, which defines the threshold for the fastest resolvable Fresnel oscillations that can be analyzed from the time series of the raw data.
In Fig. 5 the velocity histograms for different periods during the ECOMA campaign are shown for both MR. The left panels relate to the peak period of the shower and the right panels indicates the velocity distribution for the sporadic background. The different success rates for the velocity measurements between the two radars are compensated by merging different days together, which resulted in similar counts for the histograms. The detailed periods are given in the upper right corners.
The velocity of the Geminid meteor shower can be easily estimated from the histograms (left panels of Fig. 5 ). Both radars show a significant and relatively narrow peak around 35 km s −1 , which is the expected velocity of a Geminid meteoroid. The width of the peak is approximately 6 km s −1 . The sporadic meteor component shows velocities reaching from 10-40 km s −1 with a peak around 20-25 km s −1 . Meteors with velocities above 40 km s −1 are under represented due to the difficulty to resolve such very fast oscillations in the raw data. Therefore, a successful velocity determination with an acceptable accuracy is hardly achieved for the fastest meteors.
However, the quality of the algorithm still allows estimating the deceleration of the meteors at least in a statistical sense. A closer inspection of the altitude vs. velocity plot shown in Fig. 6 reveals a cluster between 30-40 km s −1 , which is generated by the Geminids. This cluster is a common feature at both radar locations. Obviously there is a altitude-velocity dependence, which is caused by the increasing density the deeper the meteor penetrates into the atmosphere. Meteors are already decelerated if they are detected at lower altitudes. Although this effect is small, it is an evident feature and has to be considered for estimating the upper atmospheric properties of the particle. Stober et al. (2011) demonstrated these characteristic by simulating meteors with similar upper atmosphere properties concerning mass, velocity and entry angle. Another interesting feature of the Geminids is the altitude distribution. The stream particles burn up at almost the same altitude than the typically observed sporadics.
Finally, it has to be noted that all 4 velocity histograms in Fig. 5 show at the left edge velocities below 11.1 km s −1 , which should be the slowest possible meteor velocity for a stable orbit around the Sun. This slower particles can either be considered as space debris or simply are caused by the meteors that are already significantly decelerated and maybe have reached the end of their flight path.
Meteor count rate and meteor fluxes
Before one can derive a meteor flux for the Geminid meteor shower, it is necessary to separate potential Geminids from the sporadic meteor background. A priori the most suitable criterion seems to be the source radiant. The position of the shower is known from the computed radiant activity maps. Therefore, it is possible to determine for every single meteor whether its GC intersects (for details see Jones and Jones, 2006 ) the Geminids source radiant ±5 • . Every meteor fulfilling this requirement is considered as a potential Geminid. However, there is still some contamination due to sporadic meteors, which have a different velocity than the Geminids or may have a different source radiant, but their GC is close to the Geminid origin on the hemisphere.
In Fig. 7 the result of this filtering for the Andenes (top panel) and Juliusruh (bottom panel) MR is shown. The blue line represents the total observed meteor count rate. The black line indicates the sporadic meteor contribution and the red line shows the number of potential Geminid meteors. This meteor count rates were computed using a 24-h running window.
The meteor activity during the December is characterized by a weak trend of a decreasing sporadic meteor background. Superimposed to this sporadic activity are the Geminids. This meteor stream has a distinctive shape with a slowly increasing activity at the beginning (before 10 December 2010) and a significant peak period from 11 until 15 December. During the peak period the total activity of observed meteors increases by almost 50 %.
The tendency towards a decreasing sporadic meteor activity in December 2010 is also supported by Na-Lidar measurements conducted at the Alomar observatory approxi- mately 1.7 km away from the MAARSY radar (Dunker et al., 2013) . As shown in Dunker et al. (2013) , this weak trend of a decreasing meteor count rate is in qualitative agreement to a decreasing Na-column density and to a reduction of the column charge density of the MSPs measured during the three rocket flights. The total Geminid activity is given by the red line in Fig. 7 . The meteor count rate is computed using a 24 h time window, which is shifted by 30 min and centered at the time period. The time is always given in UTC. The contamination due to sporadic meteors that are unintentionally considered to be Geminids is estimated by introducing a baseline activity using the same filtering method on times before and after the shower. The baselines are given by the grey lines in Fig. 7 . These background activity generated by the filtering is considered as noise. We intentionally did not subtract this baseline to demonstrate the degree of contamination of sporadics that are considered as potential Geminids.
In the following we are just focusing on the meteor activity caused by potential Geminids. In particular, the daily pattern of the observed meteor count rate will be of interest to estimate the effective radar collecting area (A). At Andenes the Geminid source radiant never descends below the horizon, which means that one can expect to observe a continuous Geminid meteor flux. In Fig. 8 the elevation of the Geminid source radiant and the observed meteor count rate are compared to demonstrate this effect. There is obviously a clear dependence between the elevation of the source radiant above the horizon and the observed meteor activity. The reason for this diurnal pattern at Andenes is given by the dependence of the variation of the effective radar collecting area during the day. First estimates of the effective radar collecting area go back to Kaiser (1960) . In principle the effective radar collecting area is described by a vertical trail length and the line integral of the echo line weighted with the antenna gain pattern.
Here χ is the zenith angle, H is the vertical trail length (Fleming et al., 1993; Brown and Jones, 1995; Brown et al., 1998) , G is the antenna gain, s is the cumulative mass index and dl is an infinitesimal short piece along the echo line. Assuming a cumulative mass index of s = 2 (Blaauw et al., 2011a), a model for the vertical trail length H (s) (Fleming et al., 1993; Brown et al., 1998) and solving the equation numerically leads to an estimate of the effective radar collecting area for a given meteor radiant with a zenith distance χ. Considering the empirical equation in Brown et al. (1998) results in a vertical trail length of approximately 4.8 km assuming s = 2. In fact, the Geminids tend to have a cumulative mass index smaller than the sporadic meteor population of s = 1.7 (Blaauw et al., 2011b) , which could lead to an approximately two times larger effective collecting area integrating over all possible elevation angles. The assumption of s = 2 is for the comparison with the sporadic meteor population a bit more exaggerating and tends to overestimate the flux caused by the Geminids. The validity of the equation is checked by comparing the 30 min meteor count rate with the effective collecting area using the elevation of the Geminid source radiant above the horizon for each time interval. To evaluate the effective collecting area equation and its properties, we focused on the Juliusruh MR to demonstrate how the effective collecting area changes with time. Figure 9 compares both quantities. The effective collecting area as well as the meteor activity have two prominent minima in the time series. The meteor count rate was computed using a 4-h running window shifted by 30 min. We also tried to estimate the meteor count rate using shorter time windows of 1 h and 2 h, but it turned out that the data becomes too "noisy" to still perform this comparison. The effective collecting area was computed always for the center time of each period, which explains some of the observable differences. However, the minimum that occurs every day around 12:00 UT is related to the time when the Geminid source radiant is below the horizon or has only a very low elevation angle. The second minimum corresponds to times when the source radiant reaches its highest elevation angle, which is during the early morning hours UT. However, the meteor count rate and the effective meteor collecting area are in reasonable agreement and both show a similar behavior, which demonstrates that it is possible to relate variations of the observed meteor count rate with a variation of the effective meteor collecting area.
Finally, an attempt is made to derive absolute meteor fluxes using the computed effective radar collecting area. To avoid any difficulties with singularities due to an effective collecting area close to zero only a daily mean area is considered, ignoring any times where the Geminid source radiant is below or close to the horizon. In Fig. 10 the absolute meteor fluxes for the Andenes and Juliusruh MR are shown. Both radars observe the same meteor flux, which reaches a peak intensity of 2.5 meteors km −2 d after subtraction of the baseline activity due to the sporadics. However, the contamination due Ann. Geophys., 31, 473-487, 2013 www.ann-geophys.net/31/473/2013/ to sporadic meteors is taken from the meteor count rate and is already subtracted. Another important error source is the variation of the cumulative mass index s, which has a direct impact on the effective collecting area. The error bar shown at 12 December is representative for the analysis and both radars and was computed by an variation of s in the computation of the effective collecting area. Due to the unknown uncertainty of the vertical trail length, this error was not included in the computation of the error bar. The absolute meteor flux including all meteors during the time interval reached a value of 6 meteors km −2 d at both radar locations. This means that 40 % of the observed meteors originated from the Geminid meteor shower. However, one essential point deriving absolute meteor fluxes is to estimate the particle size range of the observed particles. This particle size range was determined by applying the method as described in Stober et al. (2011) using a single body meteor ablation model. In a first step the meteoroid mass is inferred at the specular point by solving the equations of single body meteor ablation using all the measured parameters (e.g. electron line density, altitude, entry angle, velocity). By solving the model equations we compute the meteoroid deceleration, the meteoroid surface temperature and the meteoroid particle mass at this stage of its flight path. The upper atmospheric properties of the meteors are inferred by performing a backward integration. The Geminid upper atmospheric meteoroid mass was in the range of 3 × 10 −3 -10 −5 g at both radar sites. The 10 −5 g represents the lower mass limit to be detected by the system for Geminid entry velocity.
Estimating the meteor flux and referring this flux to the complete Earth surface as reference area allows comparing the results with the mass input functions of Ceplecha et al. (1998) and Rietmeijer (2000) . The estimated MR meteor flux for particles with mass m = 1 −4 g reaches an almost one order of magnitude higher mass flux than the prediction of Ceplecha et al. (1998) , but remains still 2 orders of magnitude smaller than the mass flux from Rietmeijer (2000) or Love and Brownlee (1993) . The MR indicates at least for the investigated mass range that the curve of Ceplecha et al. (1998) tends to under estimate the meteoric mass input at this specific particle size. However, the estimated MR fluxes are still below the meteoric mass input that can be inferred for this particle size range using the curve of Rietmeijer (2000) . Considering an even smaller mass distribution index of s = 1.7 (Blaauw et al., 2011b) for the Geminids would even further decrease the observed meteor flux by a factor of 2 to smaller values, which still could not explain the orders of magnitude difference to the reference curves.
To understand the differences between these meteor flux estimates, one has to consider the different methods how these fluxes are derived. The most useful quantification of the meteor influx is to estimate how many meteors exist at a certain mass range before these meteoroids enter Earth's atmosphere and undergo a likely mass loss. The mass input from Love and Brownlee (1993) is based on such free space meteoroids, but requires assuming a mean impact velocity of particles. The curve from Rietmeijer (2000) has its origin from meteorites collected on earth's surface, which likely did undergo some ablation. Ceplecha et al. (1998) inferred the meteor influx using various methods. The difficulty in comparing all these curves is how the meteors ablate and how much meteoric material is ablated. It is rather complex to estimate the upper atmospheric properties (e.g. mass) of a meteorite and requires some assumption of the ablation process.
The mass range covered by the MR observations are hardly accessible by other methods. In addition, the radar measurements provide a direct insight into the meteor ablation physics, which is a key element to understand the meteoric mass deposit in the MLT or to estimate the upper atmospheric meteoroid properties. One issue that is not completely solved yet is the ionization efficiency (Jones, 1997) , which relates the amount of ablated meteoric matter to the number of electrons/ions in the meteor trail or plasma around a meteor head echo.
Apart from the absolute meteor flux estimates of the Geminid meteor stream, we also compared the sporadic meteor count rate, the sounding rocket measurements of negatively charged meteoric smoke particles (Rapp et al., 2012) and Nacolumn density observations (Dunker et al., 2013) . Dunker et al. (2013) showed that the weak trend of a decreasing sporadic meteor activity seen by the MR is at least in qualitative agreement with a decreasing Na-column density in December 2010 and a decrease of the MSPs charge column density comparing the three sounding rocket flights.
According to Dunker et al. (2013) , the Na-column density can be used to infer the total meteoric mass input, which is mainly given by particles in the mass range between 10 −6 -10 −4 g. Further, Rapp et al. (2012) showed that the MSP properties are rather determined by the sporadic meteor flux in these particle size range than by meteors in the mass range of 10 −4 -10 −3 g. In so far it is interesting that the sporadic meteor activity observed by the MR indicates this reasonable qualitative agreement to the Na-column density and MSP measurements, which are related to the total meteoric mass influx.
This further indicates that, at least in this comparison, the Geminid meteor shower can be ruled out to be of significant relevance for the MSP properties or to deposit a significant amount of meteoric material in the MLT region. However, as suggested by von Zahn (2005) there is a need to measure the meteor influx for particles in the size range between 10 −6 -10 −4 g, which should be possible by observing meteor head echoes.
Meteor head echoes
Over the past decade meteor head echo observations using High-Power Large-Aperture HPLA radars have become a vital field of research (e.g. and Woodman, 2004; Chau et al., 2007; Janches et al., 2009; Sparks et al., 2010; Kero et al., 2011) . However, meteor head echo experiments are often conducted as short campaigns and contain usually only a few hours/days of observations, which makes it hard to derive a meteor climatology of the sporadic meteor background or to investigate meteor showers lasting several days. Among the HPLA radars, phased arrays have become a powerful tool to investigate this type of echo due to the interferometric capabilities of these systems (Jicarmarca, PFISR, MU radar), which permits the determination of the meteoroid trajectory within the beam volume (e.g. Chau and Woodman, 2004; Sparks et al., 2010; Kero et al., 2011) . The meteor head echo results presented from here on are based on MAARSY measurements using 8 receiver channels. One channel was assigned to record the signal of the complete available array and is used to detect head echo signatures. The remaining seven channels were connected to sub-arrays each of which consisted of 49 antennas. The receiver configuration is shown in Fig. 11 . The phase difference between the phase matched cables was approximately 1 • (Latteck et al., 2012b) .
The MAARSY meteor head echo experiment was conducted continuously, but interleaved with several other experiments monitoring atmospheric winds and polar mesospheric winter echoes. This led to an total observation time of 28 h, which were distributed in such a way that it is still possible to measure the daily pattern of the meteor activity as well as to cover the complete period of the Geminid activity.
For the analysis of the meteor head data an automated software tool was developed. In a first step the cosmic back- ground noise level for all height gates and the complete raw data sample (one raw data sample contained 12 s) was determined. On the basis of this background power level a SNR value for each raw data point was computed. This SNR time series was than searched for enhanced SNR areas to detect probable head echoes. If a likely head echo was found a similar procedure was applied to the receiver channels 2-8 and an interferometric analysis was performed.
In Fig. 12a an example of a detected head echo is shown. The red lines in this panel denote minima of the antenna radiation pattern (Latteck et al., 2012b) . The green lines represent ambiguity areas due to the given baseline length of 28 m. These ambiguity areas are computed in analogy to Sparks et al. (2010) . The trajectory of the head echo started right in the center of the main beam and moved outwards, disappeared and showed up again in the first side lobe. The color code indicates the altitude of the meteoroid according to the interferometric analysis. In this case it is easy to remove the phase ambiguity by simply unwrapping the signal Ann. Geophys., 31, 473-487, 2013 www.ann-geophys.net/31/473/2013/ considering the range where the head echo occurred. The SNR plot (Fig. 12b ) also indicates the minimum of the radiation pattern. The head echo SNR decreases between 0.28 and 0.38 s and appears again in the side lobe. However, there are only a few events that occur both in the main beam and in the side lobe. Further, we computed the errors of the interferometric analysis for each meteor. We only accepted meteor head echoes with a vector velocity error smaller than ±2 km s −1 , which was achieved in 99.7 % of all analyzed meteor events. 91 % of all azimuth angles and 97 % of all elevation angles were determined with an accuracy better than 2 • . The largest error we found in the analysis was 3 • . However, typically the vector velocity was determined to better than 1 km s −1 and the average angular error was smaller than 1 • in both angles. The accuracy of the head echo trajectories are good enough to separate Geminid meteors from the sporadic background due to their entry velocity and source radiant with a better precision than for the MR.
The complete period was analyzed using an automated routine. In total 1560 meteor head echoes were found. For all of these head echoes it was possible to measure a radial velocity and to determine a reliable trajectory as well as the vector velocity. In Fig. 13 two source radiant maps of all head echoes are shown. The top panel indicates an arbitrary intensity similar to the radiant maps derived from the MR at Andenes. A common feature of head echo and MR radiant maps is that the Geminid source radiant is still dominating. The source radiant of the Geminids was determined to have a right ascension of α = 112.5 • and a declination of δ = 32.5 • for the peak activity period (reference epoch J2000). In con- trast to the MR radiant activity maps there is a second pronounced activity region mainly caused by the sporadic meteor background. In particular, the north apex source seems to provide a significant contribution to the observed sporadic meteors. The main reason for this difference of the radiant activity maps is given by the observed velocities (see Fig. 14) . The bottom panel shows the source radiant for each head echo. The absolute value of the vector velocity is given as color code. The Geminid source radiant is highlighted by a black circle. Inside the black circle almost all meteors show velocities close 35 km s −1 . To separate potential Geminid meteor head echoes from the sporadic meteor background, we considered all meteors within 10 • in right ascension and 5 • in declination of the Geminid source radiant and a vector velocity between 30-40 km s −1 as Geminid meteoroids. By applying this filter we were able to identify 118 Geminid meteoroids during the complete sounding rocket campaign period. Compared to the specular radars the ratio between sporadic meteors and Geminid meteors has significantly decreased. However, there are biases related to the head echo observations such as the massvelocity selection effect (Close et al., 2006) and the altitude cut-off . The presented results permit deriving a tendency about the cumulative mass index. Our measurements of the Geminid meteor shower support that the stream contains more mass in the larger particles (specular meteors) than in the smaller meteoroids (head echoes). This is consistent with Blaauw et al. (2011b) analysis it is not yet possible to quantify the value of s and to derive a robust estimate of the cumulative mass index covering the mass range from 3 × 10 −3 -10 −7 g. This requires a more detailed analysis and to determine the mass/size of meteor head echoes. There are several unsolved difficulties that have to be taken into account before one gets reliable meteor head echo mass estimates. In particular, the meteor trajectory through the radar volume has to be determined with the highest possible accuracy to avoid errors estimating the RCS and deceleration of the meteoroid, which will directly lead to huge uncertainties of the scattering or dynamical meteor mass (Close et al., 2006) . Measuring all of these meteoroid quantities permits solving the equations of single body meteor ablation model and computing much more realistic upper atmospheric meteoroid properties similar to the method given in Stober et al. (2011) .
In Fig. 14 a comparison of the measured velocity distributions is shown. Both distributions are normalized to account for the different number of events. The red columns represent the velocity distribution of the head echoes and the black columns belong to the Andenes MR. The red histogram bars are shifted by 0.5 km s −1 to higher velocities to avoid an overlapping of both histogram data sets. The red histogram clearly shows a double peak structure. There is a rather broad peak around 60 km s −1 , which belongs to the sporadic meteor background. These fast meteors mainly have their origin in the north apex source and revolve around the Sun on retrograde orbits. The second peak at 35 km s −1 belongs to the Geminid meteor shower.
Comparing the specular meteor (black bars) with the meteor head (red bars) observations indicates the well-known effect that the systems seem to observe different parts of the total meteor population. However, one should keep in mind that the specular velocity distribution is biased to good signal-to-noise-ratio leading to an under-representation of fast meteors (> 40 km s −1 ). It is much harder to resolve the fast Fresnel oscillations of the faster meteors with the employed effective PRF. On the other side are the head echo measurements biased due to a cut off altitude given by the required plasma density to observe the head echo Pellinen-Wannberg et al., 2004) . The efficiency of the plasma production depends on velocity and mass, which makes it harder for meteoroids traveling at "slower" velocities (< 30 km s −1 ) to reach the critical plasma density to be detected by the HPLA.
Concerning the Geminid meteor shower both velocity histograms show a peak around 35 km s −1 . In particular the peak positions are within 1 km s −1 and hence are in reasonably good agreement. A closer look at the Geminid peak areas show a shift between both measurements. This offset is explainable considering the altitude of observation of both techniques. An altitude vs. velocity plot is shown in Fig. 14  (bottom panel) . This plot indicates that there is a systematic 10 km altitude difference between both radar methods. The origin of this altitude difference is likely caused by the different particle sizes of the observed meteoroids, but also contains effects caused by the radar method. In particular, above 100 km the decay of the meteor trails becomes so fast that these meteors are hardly detected by specular radars. The plot shows a clear tendency that faster meteors burn up at higher altitudes than slower meteors. Further, it is evident that the bulk of the head echoes is detected at altitudes between 95-110 km. The Geminid meteor shower is still seen in this plot as a dense area around 35 km s −1 . All potential Geminid meteors are indicated as blue (specular) and cyan (head echoes) dots. Similar to the specular observations one can identify the deceleration of the meteors with the altitude. Obviously, the difference between the peak structures of the Geminid in the velocity histograms is created by the difference of the detection altitude.
There is also a relevant group of objects showing velocities below 11.1 km s −1 , which is the escape velocity from Earth's gravitational field. These objects are likely related to space debris or already decelerated meteors. The reason for the slightly increased altitudes compared to the meteor population faster than 11.1 km s −1 is not yet understood.
Taking this altitude difference into account leads to an even better agreement of the velocity measurements for both observation techniques. In particular, the effect of stronger deceleration the deeper the meteoroid penetrates into the atmosphere is visible comparing the specular and head echo observations. However, from simulations it is known that the deceleration remains small until the meteoroid comes close to its complete vaporization (termination of flight path).
The major difference between the specular and head echo meteor observations concerning the Geminids is the relative contribution of the stream meteors to the total observed meteor flux. The relative number of Geminid meteors is about 7 % of all detected particles with MAARSY, which is significantly less than for the MR reaching a relative contribution of about 40 %.
Conclusions
During the ECOMA sounding rocket campaign, radar measurements to monitor the Geminid meteor shower were performed. Therefore, two MR at polar and mid-latitudes were used. The MR observations were supplemented by MAARSY head echo measurements.
The continuous specular radar observations provide an ideal tool to analyze the apparent radiant motion of the Geminid meteor shower over a period of almost two weeks. The accuracy of the measured radiant position indicates only a small offset between the Juliusruh and Andenes MR. Comparing these radiant positions to those of the IMO, indicates a tendency of the MR to 1 • higher declination angles at the beginning of the shower. The radiant position of meteor head Ann. Geophys., 31, 473-487, 2013 www.ann-geophys.net/31/473/2013/ echo observations is somewhere in between the IMO reference and the MR. The MR velocity measurement shows for Andenes and Juliusruh a clear peak structure around 35 km s −1 and a one sigma width of ±3 km s −1 for times with a significant Geminid meteor activity (10 to 14 December). The shape of the histogram combined with the altitude distribution of the Geminids shows a stronger deceleration of the shower meteors the deeper they are penetrating into the atmosphere. This deceleration has to be taken into account before one can determine a reliable "top of the atmosphere" velocity of the meteoroids. The deceleration with altitude also explains why the distribution of the Geminid peak in the velocity histogram is slightly asymmetric and tends to slower velocities.
On the basis of the radiant activity maps and the tracked radiant position of the Geminid meteor shower, we tried to estimate the contribution of this stream to the complete meteor flux in the observed size/mass range. Therefore, all meteors with a likely source radiant close to the Geminids were filtered. The contamination due to sporadics and ambiguity effects introduced by the statistical method are estimated by monitoring times before and after the shower. The relative contribution indicates a small difference between Andenes (almost 50 %) and Juluisruh (almost 44 %), which is mainly caused by geometrical effects. At Juliusruh the Geminid source radiant drops below the horizon, while at Andenes it remains above for the complete day. Using Kaiser's theory (Kaiser, 1960) to estimate the effective collecting area for both specular radar locations permits computing absolute meteor fluxes for the observed particle size/mass range. The mean daily meteor fluxes do not show any significant difference between the two radar locations. The Geminids reach during their peak activity a relative contribution of 40 % to the total observed meteor flux in the particle size range of 3 × 10 −3 -10 −5 g.
The first head echo observations with MAARSY provided an ideal opportunity to test its interferometric abilities to measure meteor trajectories. The collected data of 28 h of observation during the ECOMA sounding rocket campaign is a unique head echo data set to investigate the Geminid meteor shower. From these measurements we were able to identify 118 Geminid meteors out of the 1560 head echoes. The radiant position of the Geminid head echoes is in reasonable agreement to the IMO reference and the MR radiant position.
The vector velocity of the meteoroids was determined with acceptable accuracy using the interferometric abilities of MAARSY. The combination of all "anemone" substructures increased the accuracy of the measured trajectories and provided a first estimate to check the different receiver channels for phase offsets. The initial results showed an agreement within ±1 • .
The vector velocity measurements as well as the altitude distribution are in reasonable agreement with the Andenes MR observations. The vector velocity histogram of the Geminid meteor peak indicates a weak shift towards fast velocities. This is explained by the different detection altitudes and the stronger deceleration of the particles the deeper they penetrate into the atmosphere. This is also confirmed by comparing the altitude distribution between both techniques. A scatter plot of the velocity vs. altitude shows a denser area around 35 km s −1 belonging to the Geminid shower. In the overlap region between the head echo and the MR data both measurements are in excellent agreement.
The head echo results presented in this work are initial and further efforts are required to estimate the corresponding meteor fluxes, the daily variation of the meteor activity and to improve our automated routine to detect meteor head echoes.
The comparison of the MSP sounding rocket measurements and the Na-column density observations demonstrate the potential of meteor radars to infer the total meteoric mass deposit at the MLT. The reasonable agreement should be used to constrain the meteoric mass input for the observed particle sizes. In particular, the specular and head echo observations should be combined to derive a reliable cumulative mass index for the sporadic meteor population covering the particle size range from about 10 −6 -10 −2 g.
